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Available online ▪ ▪ ▪AbstractOffshore oscillating water columns (OWC) represent one of the most promising forms of wave energy converters. The hydrodynamic
performance of such converters heavily depends on their interactions with ocean waves; therefore, understanding these interactions is essential.
In this paper, a fully nonlinear 2D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model based on RANS equations and VOF surface capturing scheme is
implemented to carry out wave energy balance analyses for an offshore OWC. The numerical model is well validated against published physical
measurements including; chamber differential air pressure, chamber water level oscillation and vertical velocity, overall wave energy extraction
efficiency, reflected and transmitted waves, velocity and vorticity fields (PIV measurements). Following the successful validation work, an
extensive campaign of numerical tests is performed to quantify the relevance of three design parameters, namely incoming wavelength, wave
height and turbine damping to the device hydrodynamic performance and wave energy conversion process. All of the three investigated pa-
rameters show important effects on the waveepneumatic energy conversion chain. In addition, the flow field around the chamber's front wall
indicates areas of energy losses by stronger vortices generation than the rear wall.
Copyright © 2016 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the
CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Wave energy is one of the most promising renewable en-
ergy resources and research is being conducted worldwide.
There is a large number of invented techniques for wave en-
ergy conversion which can be categorised by deployment
location (shoreline, nearshore and offshore), type (attenuator,
point absorber and terminator) and mode of operation (sub-
merged pressure differential, oscillating wave surge converter,
oscillating water column and overtopping device) (Drew et al.,
2009).
The Oscillating Water Column (OWC) is a wave energy
extraction device that is based on wave to air energy* Corresponding author.
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license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).conversion by driving an oscillating column in a chamber open
to the sea. The air energy is extracted by means of a
biedirectional air turbine connected to the chamber. As the
water level oscillates up and down inside the chamber, the air
inside it is compressed and decompressed, respectively. In
turn, this process generates mechanical energy through a
reversible flow between the atmosphere and the chamber uti-
lizing an air turbine that rotates in the same direction
regardless of the airflow direction. Different from other Wave
Energy Converters (WEC), OWCs are not only one of the
simplest devices from an operational point of view, but also
having no moving parts underwater provides lesser and easier
maintenance works. OWCs can be deployed as fixed structures
at the shoreline or nearshore, or integrated in breakwaters and
floating structures (Falc~ao and Henriques, 2015).
Investigating the hydrodynamic performance of OWCs has
been studied analytically, experimentally, numerically or a
combination of the aforementioned. A theoretical model of theanalysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
ean Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnaoe.2016.08.002
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Evans (1978). Ignoring the spatial variation, Evans assumed a
rigid weightless piston motion for the chamber's internal free
surface of a small width relative to the incident wavelength,
which allowed the application of the oscillating body theory.
Falc~ao and Sarmento (1980), Evans (1982) and Falnes and
McIver (1985) improved the rigidebody approach of an
OWC via allowing the increase in pressure at the free surface
as well as providing the possibility of a noneplane surface.
With the aim of validating the oscillating surface pressure
theory proposed by Sarmento and Falc~ao (1985) in OWCs,
Sarmento (1992) conducted a set of wave flume experiments
with regular waves of very small steepness under linear, as
well as quadratic, power takeeoff (PTO) simulated by either
filters or orifice plate, accordingly. Hong Hong et al. (2007)
performed a 2D experiment concentrating on the effects of
several shape parameters of OWC chamber in wave energy
absorbing capability. Morris-Thomas et al. (2007) performed
experiments in a wave flume to investigate the influence of the
chamber's front wall thickness, shape and draught under
various wave parameters on the hydrodynamic efficiency of a
shoreebased OWC device.
Generally, numerical models can be divided into two cat-
egories; the first category is based on applying potential flow
theory, which is usually solved with a boundary element
method (BEM). Extensive review of potential flow models can
be found in Baudry et al. (2013). The second category, which
is applied in the present study, is based on Reynoldseaveraged
NaviereStokes (RANS) equations, which provides more ad-
vantages in overcoming the potential flow weaknesses in
handling problems that involve strong nonlinearity, dispersion,
wave breaking, complex viscous, turbulence and vortex
shedding. This method is widely used by several researchers;
examples that are most relevant to the present study include
Zhang et al. (2012) who developed, validated and studied the
impact the geometrical parameters have on a shoreebased
OWC efficiency curve using a 2D twoephase numerical wave
tank based on a leveleset immersed boundary method. They
reported a reasonable agreement with experimental data
measured by Morris-Thomas et al. (2007) for the device hy-
drodynamic efficiency with a slight overeprediction attributed
to the complex pressure changes in the chamber around
resonance. Additional parameters such as pressure variation,
free surface elevation inside the chamber and flow field were
presented and discussed, but without comparison to experi-
mental data. Teixeira et al. (2013) implemented a numerical
model (Fluinco) based on the twoestep semieimplicit Tay-
loreGalerkin method to simulate a fixed OWC device sub-
jected to regular waves. After validating their model against
numerical results from the commercial CFD code Fluent, they
investigated the effects of the chamber geometry including the
front wall depth, chamber length, chamber height and the
turbine characteristic relation that provide the best device
performance. Luo et al. (2014) implemented a 2D numerical
model using a commercial CFD code (Fluent) to investigate
the effect of wave nonlinearity on the capture efficiency of an
onshore OWC device. Lopez et al. (2014, 2016) studied thePlease cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ocimportance of different turbine damping coefficients on the
performance of an onshore OWC device under regular and
irregular waves to determine the optimum turbineeinduced
damping on an OWC device using a 2D commercial CFD
model (StareCCMþ). Kamath et al. (2015a, 2015b) utilized a
2D openesource CFD model (REEF3D) to simulate and study
the interaction of a fixed shoreebased OWC with regular
waves of different wavelengths and steepness, and also
investigated the response of the OWC under different damping
values from the PTO device.
Quantifying the energy losses inside OWCs has not been
studied extensively in comparison with the considerable
research effort focused on the overall hydrodynamic perfor-
mance and geometry optimization of onshore OWCs. Always
in such research, there is a part of the incoming wave energy
that is assumed to be lost inside the OWC system; however,
only a few researchers have paid more attention to either
visualizing and/or quantifying such losses. Only via visual-
izing the flow behaviour in a shoreline OWC, Mu¨ller and
Whittaker (1995) highlighted different energy loss mecha-
nisms. Tseng et al. (2000) experimentally estimated about
33%e68% energy losses throughout the energy conversion
chain for a multieresonant cylindrical caisson. Similarly,
Mendes and Monteiro (2007) carried out a series of wave tank
experiments on a shoreline OWC under regular waves. In
addition to studying the energy conversion chain and esti-
mating the energy losses, they visualized the flow inside the
OWC using a sequence of videoeframes to discover the en-
ergy dissipation physics.
Furthermore, by utilizing advanced measurement tech-
niques such as particle imaging velocimetry (PIV), a detailed
flow field picture can be obtained. For instance, using PIV,
Morrison (1995) calculated the kinetic energy and viscous
dissipation rates in a shoreebased OWC. Graw et al. (2000)
studied the impact of an onshore OWC underwater geometry
such as the front lip shape and its inclination on the energy
losses in the vicinity of the lip over four wave frequencies.
They concluded that at low frequencies with the cornered lip
shape, the mean energy losses over one cycle (mean dissipa-
tion divided by the mean power) may be as much as 15%.
Within the wave energy balance framework, Fleming et al.
(2011, 2012a, 2012b and 2013) utilized flow field measure-
ments using PIV in a forward facing bent duct OWC with a
phaseeaveraging technique to perform detailed energy bal-
ance analyses considering different energy sources, stores and
sinks components. Lopez et al. (2015) applied Reynolds
decomposition technique to estimate the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy in a shoreebased OWC by resolving the velocity fluc-
tuations from PIV measurement. Using this methodology, they
investigated the relevance of different wave conditions, PTO
pneumatic damping and change in tidal level on the OWC
hydrodynamic performance. With respect to numerical
modelling, Elhanafi et al. (2016b) developed a 2D numerical
model based on RANSeVOF with validation against experi-
mental results including PIV data. Building on the achieved
good agreement, they applied their model to further investi-
gate the impact of increasing the incident wave amplitude andanalysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
ean Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnaoe.2016.08.002
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bottomestanding OWC device.
All of the abovementioned publications consider the com-
mon fixed onshore or nearshore types of OWC devices where
the chamber rear wall is resting on the shoreline or extending
to the seabed, respectively. Thus, no wave energy can be
transmitted behind these OWC structures. In contrast, offshore
OWCs are typically floating structures that allow ocean waves
to pass around and underneath the device walls; accordingly,
the incoming wave energy decomposition will consider an
additional sink component for the transmitted wave energy.
Subsequently, this will change the wave energy balance
model, and affect the absorbed energy, extracted energy and
the design parameters. Research on assessing the offshore
OWCs performance is limited in comparison with the shor-
eebased OWCs. In this regard, He and Huang (2014) and He
et al. (2012, 2013) experimentally studied a pileesupported
and a floating rectangular breakwater with pneumatic damp-
ing, respectively. In their study, more attention was given for
the shore protection objective through quantifying the rele-
vance of different design parameters such as wave frequency,
pneumatic damping and the device draught to the trans-
mission, reflection, air pressure and loss coefficients. Energy
dissipation was assumed to come from two sources: vortex
shedding at the tips of the chamber walls and the pneumatic
power. This assumption was properly given due to the high
cost and risk associated with required instruments to visualize
and evaluate these losses such as using PIV. Although air
pressure coefficients describing the pressure fluctuation inside
the OWC chamber were measured, no output power mea-
surements were given, and only one wave height representing
weakly nonlinear waves with a maximum steepness of 0.029
and 0.023 for the fixed and floating OWC, respectively. Within
the potential flow theory and its abovementioned shortcom-
ings, Hong et al. (2004) investigated the motion and the drift
force of a free floating OWC in regular waves. Sheng et al.
(2014) utilized experimental data to validate a potential flow
solver (WAMIT) in simulating a floating cylindrical OWC.
Recently, Iturrioz et al. (2014, 2015) developed and validated a
CFD model based on RANSeVOF using open source code
(IHFOAM) with flume tank experiments to study the hydro-
dynamics and pneumatics around a fixed detached OWC.
Crema et al. (2015) experimentally investigated the pneumatic
efficiency of an OWC to be installed on a floating platform.
The OWC device has back and side walls extending deeply in
the water to increase the water column oscillation by
increasing wave reflection, and their study included different
geometrical parameters and both regular and irregular waves
under different pneumatic damping. Simonetti et al. (2015)
presented the numerical settings of an open source CFD
code (OpenFOAM) and validation results against physical
measurements of a similar OWC device tested by Crema et al.
(2015). However, none of these studies investigate the impact
of the wave height and the PTO damping on the offshore OWC
hydrodynamic efficiency and wave energy conversion process
through a detailed wave energy balance analysis, which is a
part of the added values of the present work.Please cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and OcProviding a better understanding of the hydrodynamic
performance of offshore OWCs through a detailed wave en-
ergy balance analysis is the driving force behind the present
study. In this way, the present paper utilizes a 2D numerical
model based on RANS equations solver with a VOF surface
capturing scheme introduced by Hirt and Nichols (1981) to
investigate the hydrodynamics of a stationaryefloating
offshore OWC device. With the CFD model, the OWC hy-
drodynamic performance is deeply investigated via a series of
numerical wave energy balance analyses under different
design parameters such as incoming wave height and fre-
quency and PTO damping. The analysis includes the variation
of the free surface, air pressure and airflow rate inside the
chamber and the incident wave energy decomposition into
reflected, transmitted, absorbed, extracted, stored and losses.
Additionally, a detailed flow field analysis is conducted to
uncover the energy losses mechanism through the vortex
generation and dissipation processes.
2. Numerical model2.1. Governing equations and numerical settingsIn the present study, the numerical model assumes incom-
pressible flow in the OWC chamber considering that air
compressibility effect is negligible in the small model scale
used herein. The flow motion of the incompressible fluid is
described by the continuity and RANS equations. In RANS,
the instantaneous velocity and pressure fields in the
NaviereStokes equations are decomposed into mean and
fluctuating components, and then timeeaveraged. This process
results in additional unknowns called Reynolds stresses that
need to be modelled. In this paper, the twoeequation Shear
Stress Transport (SST) keuturbulence model is implemented
to model the Reynolds stresses in order to mathematically
close the problem. StareCCM þ code is utilised to solve the
flow sets of equations. The numerical model settings are as
follows, time modelling: implicit unsteady with secondeorder
temporal discretization scheme, flow modelling: segregated
flow model with secondeorder upwind scheme (the segre-
gated flow solver controls the solution update for the segre-
gated flow model according to the SIMPLE algorithm) and
multiphase model: VOF with segregated VOF solver that
controls the solution update for the phase volume fractions
(i.e. solve the discretized volumeefraction conservation
equation for each phase present in the flow) with seconde-
order convection (CD-Adapco, 2015).2.2. Computational fluid domainOcean waves are the primary exciting source acting on
offshore structures such as OWCs and therefore, accurate
modelling of these waves is crucial for providing a good
estimation of the hydrodynamic loads and predict the struc-
ture's response and performance (Elhanafi et al., 2016a). The
computational domain considered herein is divided into three
main regions namely: domain, free surface and OWC, asanalysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
ean Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnaoe.2016.08.002
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zone lengths are studied in order to properly select the location
of the OWC and wave probe array along the tank. This study
revealed that an overall domain length of 10 L, where L is the
considered wavelength (L) is sufficient for collecting eight
wave periods up to a distance of 8 L without getting reflection
(negligible) from outlet boundary assigned at the end of the
waveedamping zone of 1 L in length. In StareCCM þ code
(CD-Adapco, 2015), waves are damped by implementing the
method of Choi and Yoon (2009) by adding a resistance term
to the equation for the vertical velocity component. The tank
width is set to only two cells (2D model), and the OWC model
is placed at a distance of 6.5 L from the wave inlet boundary.
Considering the water oscillation inside the OWC chamber as
well as the partial standing waves envelope generation in front
of the chamber, a free surface zone height of 3.0 times the
wave height (H) is adapted. Based on the grid and time
sensitivity studies carried out it is found that when a base grid
cell size of 400 mm is applied for the domain zone and the cell
aspect ratio at the free surface zone is kept less than 16 with at
least 12 and 36 cells per wave height and wavelength
respectively, accurate water waves of less than 1.5% wave
height error can be generated. Also, with Secondeorder
temporal discretization scheme with 1200 time steps per wave
period (T) is selected, this error becomes less than 1.0% in
comparison with the analytical input wave height. Additional
surface refinement is applied with 6.25 mm and 0.78125 mm
cell surface size for the OWC walls and the PTO slot opening,
respectively. For all noneslip walls, a first cell height equiv-
alent to yþy1 ( yþ is a non-dimensional distance from the
wall to the first cell, and obtained by multiplying this distance
with the friction/shear velocity divided by the kinematic vis-
cosity) is used with a growth rate of 1.5 and 10 prism layers.
The initial conditions implemented in the present CFD model
are set as: the water level is defined at the desired level (h),
waves are prescribed by the velocity components at the wave
velocity inlet boundary and fully generated throughout the
whole domain until the OWC's front lip by specifying thatFig. 1. Computational fluid
Please cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ocpoint on the water level, the tank two sides are defined as
symmetry plans and atmospheric pressures is defined at the top
and end boundaries.
3. OWC energy conversion chain
It is paramount to get a good understanding of the impact of
the environmental conditions in terms of incoming wave
height and frequency together with the PTO pneumatic
damping not only on the extracted energy but also on the
different components included in the waveepneumatic energy
conversion chain. Therefore, the energy conversion chain
proposed and applied for onshoreebased OWCs (Elhanafi
et al., 2016b; Mendes and Monteiro, 2007; Tseng et al.,
2000) is extended in the present study to consider an addi-
tional sink for the energy transmitted underneath the device as
given by Eq. (1) and described in Fig. 2 with the different
performance assessment parameters/coefficients.
EI ¼ ER þET þEE þES þEL ð1Þ
where EI is the incident wave energy, ER is the reflected en-
ergy, ET is the transmitted energy, EE is the extracted/pneu-
matic energy, ES is the energy stored in OWC chamber's
internal heave motion and EL is the energy losses.
Using regular wave theory, the incident wave energy per
unit width is defined as the product of the total (potential and
kinetic) wave energy per unit ocean's surface area and the
incident wavelength (L):
EI ¼ 1
2
rgA2L

J
m

ð2Þ
where A is the incoming wave amplitude, r is the water
density and g is the gravitational acceleration.
Considering that all of the incident, reflected and trans-
mitted energy are proportional to the square of the wave
height, the wave reflection coefficient (CR) is defined as the
ratio between the reflected wave height (HR) and the incidentdomain (Not to scale).
analysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
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Fig. 2. Offshore stationaryefloating OWC wave energy balance chart.
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given by the ratio of the transmitted wave height (HT)
measured behind the OWC structure to the incident wave
height. Three numerical wave probes placed in front of the
chamber sea wall are used to resolve the incident and reflected
waves based on Mansard and Funke (1980) method. The
spacing between the wave probes (shown in Fig. 1) were
adjusted for each frequency according to the criteria specified
by Mansard and Funke (1980), so that the spacing between
WP1 and WP2 is L/10 and between WP1 and WP3 is L/4. Also,
WP3 is located at 0.75 L from the OWC front wall, which is
more that 0.2 L as recommended by Goda and Suzuki (1976)
in case of regular wave test. The transmitted wave height is
measured at a distance of about one wavelength behind the
OWC lee side, which is inside the tank area of free wave
reflection (see Section 2.2).
While a part of the incoming wave energy is being reflected
and transmitted as a result of the waveeOWC structure in-
teractions, the rest is the energy absorbed by the OWC (EA),
which represents the maximum available energy to be
extracted for electricity generation; and is given by:
EA ¼ EI ER ET ¼ EI

1C2R C2T
 J
m

ð3Þ
The energy available at the turbine (extracted energy) (EE)
over one wave period is given by Eq. (4) as the timeeintegral
of product of the instantaneous chamber's differential air
pressure (DP(t)) between the chamber interior and the exterior
atmosphere and the airflow rate across the PTO (q(t)) (Elhanafi
et al., 2016b; Tseng et al., 2000).
EE ¼
ZT
0
DPðtÞ$qðtÞdt

J
m

ð4Þ
The energy stored in the OWC (ES)represents the energy
contained in the standing wave entrapped inside the chamber.Please cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and OcThis potential energy depends on the instantaneous oscillation
of the chamber free surface (h) from its still water level, and is
given by Eq. (5) per chamber's unit width (Elhanafi et al.,
2016b). While the average value over a wave period is given
by Eq. (6) (Elhanafi et al., 2016b; Mendes and Monteiro,
2007; Tseng et al., 2000) as a result of timeeaveraging of
Eq. (5):
Es ¼ rgh
2b
2

J
m

ð5Þ
Es ¼ 1
T
ZT
0
rgh2b
2
dt¼ rgH
2
wb
16

J
m

ð6Þ
where b is the chamber length in the wave propagation di-
rection and Hw is the height of the water column oscillations
inside the OWC's chamber.
Considering the energy conservation principle in Eq. (1)
and applying the energy balance chain shown in Fig. 2, the
total losses in the OWC can be defined as the rest of the
absorbed energy that has not been converted into pneumatic
energy minus the energy stored in the water column oscilla-
tions. These losses (EL) given in Eq. (7) can be attributed to
different sources such as wave breaking, viscous, turbulence
and vortex losses at chamber' lips and PTO.
EL ¼ EA EE ES

J
m

ð7Þ
With estimating the different wave energy components
together with the energy balance chain illustrated in Fig. 2, the
OWC hydrodynamic performance is evaluated by analysing
the energy balance coefficients summarized in Table 1.
In addition, to assess the OWC's overall power extraction
efficiency, it is important to not only consider the incominganalysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
ean Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnaoe.2016.08.002
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(Eq. (2)), but also, the group velocity needs to be taken into
account. Therefore, using regular wave theory, the incident
wave energy flux (power) (PI) per unit width is defined as the
product of the incoming wave energy per unit ocean's surface
area and the group velocity (Cg) (Dalrymple and Dean, 1991).
Then, the OWC's overall power extraction efficiency (zOverall)
is defined as in Eq. (10):
PI ¼ 1
2
rgA2Cg

W
m

ð8ÞCg ¼
u
2k

1þ 2kh
sinhð2khÞ

for intermediate water conditions

L
20
<h<
L
2

1
2
L
T
for deep water conditions

h>
L
2

hm
s
i
ð9Þwhere u is the wave angular frequency, k is the wave number
given by the dispersion relationship u2=g ¼ ktanhðkhÞ and h
is the still water depth.
zOverall ¼
PE
PI
½   ð10Þ
where PE is the pneumatic extracted power, and is given by
Eq. (11) as the timeeaverage of Eq. (4) (Mendes and
Monteiro, 2007):
PE ¼ 1
T
ZT
0
DPðtÞ$qðtÞdt

W
m

ð11Þ
4. Experiments and validations
The numerical model used in the present study was previ-
ously validated in capturing the flow field (velocity and
vorticity) inside an onshore OWC as well as monitoring the
wave elevation along the numerical wave tank (Elhanafi et al.,
2016b). Herein, additional two sets of experiments are used for
further validating the numerical model. In the first validation,Table 1
Offshore OWC energy balance coefficients.
Wave energy balance coefficient Description
Overall pneumatic energy extraction (COverall) EE/EI
Reflected energy (C2R) (HR/H)
2
Transmitted energy (C2T) (HT/H)
2
OWC energy absorption (CAbs) EA/EI
OWC internal energy extraction (CInternal) EE/EA
Energy losses (CL) EL/EA
OWC stored energy (CS) Es/EA
Please cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ocimportant parameters including chamber instantaneous dif-
ferential air pressure (DP), chamber free surface elevation (h),
chamber free surface vertical velocity (V) and overall system
hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall) are considered. The nu-
merical results are compared against experimental measure-
ments conducted by Morris-Thomas et al. (2007) (CaseeB)
and others numerical model results for the OWC model shown
in Fig. 3.
As given in Eq. (11), both chamber's differential air pres-
sure and airflow rate through the PTO are the two parameters
required to evaluate the extracted pneumatic power. The dif-ferential pressure is numerically monitored by measuring the
pressure at two points: one inside the chamber and another
outside (on domain top boundary). A numerical array of
different points inside the chamber at 1e20 mm from the back
wall and 50e125 mm from the top wall have been tested, and
there are no differences found for the positive pressure, while
little variations are observed for the negative values. Airflow
rate can simply be monitored numerically by measuring the air
volume flow rate through the PTO via performing surface
integral to the air's normal velocity or dividing the monitoredFig. 3. Schematic of the OWC device (CaseeB) tested by Morris-Thomas
et al. (2007).
analysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
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Fig. 4. Comparison between experiment (Kamath et al., 2015b) and CFD re-
sults for chamber free surface (water level) oscillation (h), chamber differ-
ential air pressure (DP) and chamber free surface velocity (V) under a wave
condition of H ¼ 120 mm and Kh ¼ 1.26.
Fig. 5. OWC hydrodynamic efficiency comparison between experimental re-
sults (Morris-Thomas et al., 2007), analytical theory, others numerical models
and present CFD results.
Fig. 6. Schematic of the stationary floating pile supported breakwatereOWC
model tested by He and Huang (2014).
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+ MODELair mass flow rate by air density. However, experimentally it is
usually defined as the product of the chamber's free surface
velocity (rate of change of the wave level displacement, dh/dt)
and the chamber's horizontal crossesectional area (or the
chamber's length in case of 2D model) assuming incom-
pressible air. Although the first procedure for measuring the
airflow rate is used in this paper, the free surface vertical ve-
locity calculated from both procedures are compared against
the experimental measurements. Fig. 4 compares the numeri-
cally measured time series data for free surface elevation in-
side the chamber (h) at chamber's centreline (b/2), differential
air pressure (DP), free surface vertical velocity calculated from
the air velocity measured through the PTO slot opening (1st
procedure, V1) together with applying the continuity equation
and chamber's free surface vertical velocity (2nd procedure,
V2) calculated from its oscillation against the experimental
data extracted from Kamath et al. (2015b). The experimental
data uses a regular wave height of H ¼ 120 mm and a
wavelength that excites the device natural frequency presented
by the dimensionless parameter Kh ¼ 1.26, where K is defined
as K ¼ u2/g. From this comparison, it can be noted that the
experimental results have some uncertainties that can be
clearly seen in variations between the subsequent peak and/or
trough values, especially for the measured pressure and free
surface oscillations, whereas CFD results seem to be more
consistent/repeatable with standard deviations less than 2.5%.
Qualitatively, the numerical model agrees well with the
experimental data. Also, there is no significant difference be-
tween the two procedures used for measuring the air velocity
(i.e., airflow rate), which is experimentally highlighted by
Thiebaut et al. (2015) who found no significant differences in
measuring the flow rate either by orifice preecalibration and
pressure measurement or by measuring the water columnPlease cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ocelevation inside the chamber. Additionally, the normalized
root mean square deviation/error (Lopez et al., 2014) of CFD
results is within two standard deviations of the experimental
data (calculated based on the available experimental time-
eseries data).
In addition to validating the present model at the OWC
natural frequency, simulating the device interactions with
different wavelengths (steepness) are performed; the device
overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall) is illustrated in
Fig. 5 in comparison with the analytical linear theory results
(Evans and Porter, 1995), experimental measurements
(Morris-Thomas et al., 2007) and others numerical results
based on the NaviereStokes equations (Ning et al., 2015;
Zhang et al., 2012; Kamath et al., 2015a) over a range of
Kh. Neglecting the wave nonlinearity as well as energy losses
by viscous dissipation, the efficiency predicted by the linear
wave theory represents the upper bound (extreme) with a peak
value of zOverall-max ¼ 1.0 at the theoretical resonance fre-
quency. On the other hand, the present CFD model agrees well
with the experimental data even at the experimental resonance
frequency (Kh ¼ 1.26), where the experimental and CFD
maximum efficiency is 0.74 and 0.76, respectively, which is
less than 3% overestimation by CFD.analysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
ean Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnaoe.2016.08.002
Fig. 8. Schematic of the 1:50 offshore stationaryefloating OWC model
considered in the present study.
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+ MODELThe second set of experiments used in the validation stage
focuses on estimating the reflection (CR), transmission (CT),
dissipation (Cd ¼ 1 C2R  C2T) and pressure (CP¼DP/
0.5rgH) coefficients resulting from regular waves interaction
with a pile supported breakwatereOWC model (shown in
Fig. 6) performed by He and Huang (2014). The validation
uses a wave height of 35 mm over a range of wave periods
represented by a nonedimensional ratio of the chamber length
(b) to the incoming wavelength (L). The PTO damping is
simulated by three slot opening ratios (defined as the slot
opening size (e) divided by the chamber length) of 0.625%,
1.25% and zero (closed). The comparison of results illustrated
in Fig. 7 shows that both the pressure and transmitted energy
coefficients are captured well, whereas a little discrepancy
found in the reflected energy coefficient, and as a result, the
dissipation coefficient shows a slight deviation from the
experimental data. These differences can be related to the
methodology used in the experiment to resolve the incident
and reflected waves, which is based on a twoepoint mea-
surement procedure proposed by Goda and Suzuki (1976),
while the present paper uses a threeepoint method proposed
by Mansard and Funke (1980).
5. Stationary floating OWC model
The 1:50 floatingestationary OWC model shown in Fig. 8
is considered in the present study (with the same numerical
wave tank dimensions and settings described in Section 2) to
perform a series of numerical wave energy balance analysis.
Considering the wave climate at the proposed deployment
location of Bass Strait in southern Australia, a total of 102
numerical tests were performed under the following conditions
at model scale: wave height, H ¼ 50 mm and 100 mm, wave
period (T) ranges from 0.8 s to 2.2 s with 0.1 s increment
(corresponding to Kb ¼ 1.8864e0.2494) and 11 slot opening
(e ¼ 1.5e9.0 mm) at a constant water depth, h ¼ 1.5 m.Fig. 7. Comparison between experimental (He and Huang, 2014) and CFD results fo
(c): reflection coefficient (CR) and (d): dissipation coefficient (Cd) versus b/L und
Please cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Oc6. Results and discussions6.1. Overall OWC hydrodynamic performanceThe device performance is initially investigated under a
constant wave height of H ¼ 50 mm for the whole Kb range
with three different PTO damping values simulated by slot
opening percentages (slot size/chamber length  100) of 0.5,
1.0 and 2.0%, which are corresponding to a slot size (e) of 1.5,
3.0 and 6.0 mm, respectively. Generally, it is found that as the
pneumatic damping increases, the pressure oscillation ampli-
tudes (DP) increase (Fig. 9ea), while the airflow rate (q)
(Fig. 9eb), as well as the chamber's free surface oscillation
amplitude relative to the incident wave amplitude (amplifica-
tion factor, hmax/A) (Fig. 9ec), decreases. This is in agree-
ment with the experimental observations performed by Ning
et al. (2016) for an onshore OWC. With the largest imposed
damping (e ¼ 1.5 mm or 0.5% opening slot), the pressure and
the airflow rate have their maximum values of 117 Pa and
0.014 m3/ms, accordingly when the device interacts with
almost the lowest steepness (longest) wavesr variations in (a): pressure coefficient (CP), (b): transmission coefficient (CT),
er a regular wave height of H ¼ 35 mm.
analysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
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Fig. 9. Impact of the incoming wavelength on (a): chamber's differential air pressure (DP), (b): airflow rate (q), (c): chamber's free surface amplification factor
(hmax/A) and (d): overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall) over a range of Kb under three PTO damping values (e) and a wave height H ¼ 50 mm.
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+ MODEL(Kb ¼ 0.2494e0.2738), which is the same pressure trend
experimentally observed by He and Huang (2014) for a
chamber with 0.625% slot opening; however, as Kb increases
both quantities almost linearly reduce. It also worth
mentioning that the corresponding pressure coefficient
(CP¼DP/0.5rgH) for DP ¼ 117 Pa is 0.50, which is close to
the value obtained by He and Huang (2014) and presented in
Fig. 7 of the present paper, but this is smaller than a value of
about 0.56 and 0.82 for onshore OWCs with 0.66% and 0.78%
opening as presented in Ning et al. (2016) and Kamath et al.
(2015b), respectively. This lower pressure coefficient can be
assigned to the difference in hydrodynamic interactions with
the offshore OWC that allows water waves to pass underneath
the device, which in turn reduces the reflected waves and
changes the wave envelope developed in front of device as will
be discussed further in Section 6.2. On the other hand, both of
the intermediate (e ¼ 3.0 mm) and the lower (e ¼ 6.0 mm)
damping values result in nearly the same trends for the
chamber differential air pressure and the airflow rate, which
increase as the wavelength becomes shorter till peaked with
DP ¼ 76, 49 Pa and q ¼ 0.025 and 0.039 m3/ms at
Kb ¼ 0.616e0.714 and 0.8384 for the intermediate and the
lower damping values, respectively, which is almost at the
device natural frequency as reported in Iturrioz et al. (2015)
for pressure measurements. This indicates that as the applied
damping decreases the peak frequency of these parameters
increases. After hitting these peaks, both variables diminish
while Kb is advancing. The higher amplification factors (hmax/
A) are observed to be 1.11, 1.0 and 0.73 for each damping
value (lowerehigher) when the device is subjected to the
longest waves, and these values are gradually damped as the
waves become shorter (i.e., higher steepness), except the case
of the large damping (e ¼ 6.0 mm) where a slight increase is
observed till Kb ¼ 0.616. For the device overall efficiency
(zOverall) illustrated in Fig. 9ed, it is found that it initiallyPlease cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ocincreases with boosting the Kb until it tunes with maxima of
0.286, 0.277 and 0.187 at the device resonance frequency of
Kb ¼ 0.8384, 0.8384 and 0.616 associated with a damping of
e ¼ 6.0, 3.0, and 1.5 mm, accordingly, and then the efficiency
declines with a further increase in Kb. Although the highest
damping factor (e ¼ 1.5 mm) results in a drop of about 0.11 in
the maximum overall efficiency, it provides more frequency
bandwidth allowing the device to be tuned to a wider wave
frequency range. Also, the PTO damping of e ¼ 3.0 mm
provides almost the same maximum efficiency as e ¼ 6.0 mm,
but allows a broader frequency bandwidth.
Although Iturrioz et al. (2015) reported that the maximum
pressure oscillation occurs close to the resonant period
(except the case with a closed chamber), and in this case the
maximum chamber free surface oscillations reach a
maximum, Simonetti et al. (2015) and Ning et al. (2016)
found that for a given OWC geometry, the maximum pres-
sure amplitudes occur at higher frequencies than those for the
chamber free surface oscillations. In the present study, results
from Fig. 9 indicate that Iturrioz et al. (2015) findings are
only valid for the case under the largest damping of
e ¼ 1.5 mm. Generally, the large pressure and airflow rate
oscillations at a given pneumatic damping are not directly
related to the chamber free surface oscillation, but rather its
instantaneous slope is the important parameter. This impor-
tance can be described by considering that increasing the
water vertical oscillation inside the chamber in a very short
time (high frequencyeshort waves) results in a rapid change
in the internal air pressure and forcing the air to evacuate the
chamber through the PTO at high speed before air pressure
equilibrium with the surrounding atmosphere occurs. In
contrast, the slow change in the chamber's water oscillation
associated with long waves, and even with large oscillation
amplitudes, will displace a bigger amount of air out of the
chamber but in a longer period.analysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
ean Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnaoe.2016.08.002
Fig. 10. Instantaneous chamber free surface oscillations (h), air pressure os-
cillations (DP), airflow rate (q) and overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall* )
at different wavelengths (Kb) of 1.2072 (short), 0.8384 (intermediate) and
0.4716 (long) with a slot opening e ¼ 6.0 mm and a wave height H ¼ 50 mm.
Fig. 11. Instantaneous chamber free surface oscillations (h), air pressure os-
cillations (DP), airflow rate (q) and overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall* )
at different wavelengths (Kb) of 0.2494 and 0.616 with a slot opening
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+ MODELIn supporting the above explanation, Fig. 10 illustrates the
instantaneous chamber free surface oscillation, differential air
pressure, airflow rate and the overall efficiency (instantaneous
overall efficiency, zOverall* , which is defined as the ratio be-
tween instantaneous extracted pneumatic power ¼ DP(t)$q(t)
and the incoming wave power PI) for three wavelengths sorted
as short (Kb ¼ 1.2072), intermediate (Kb ¼ 0.8384) and long
(Kb ¼ 0.4716) under a damping of e ¼ 6.0 mm. It can be seen
that the chamber free surface oscillation amplitudes at
Kb ¼ 0.4716 and 0.8384 are almost the same (hmax/A at
Kb ¼ 0.8384 is slightly lower than that at Kb ¼ 0.4716 in
Fig. 9ec); however, the shorter wave period with Kb ¼ 0.8384
leads to a higher rate of change in the chamber free surface
elevation (higher slope), which in turn produces higher pres-
sure as well as airflow rate oscillation amplitudes. Conversely,
for the shorter wave period of Kb ¼ 1.2072, the oscillation
amplitudes for both pressure and airflow rate are smaller than
those for Kb ¼ 0.8384, and this is due to the lower free surface
oscillation inside the chamber with Kb ¼ 1.2072, which
causes the slow rate of change in the chamber internal water
oscillation. It is also shown that as the wave frequency (Kb)
increases, steepness (H/L) magnifies from 0.012 at Kb 0.4716
to 0.030 at Kb ¼ 1.2072, and nonlinearity effects become
more pronounced in the low pressure and airflow rate oscil-
lations during the pressurizing stage. For these reasons, an
asymmetric power extraction efficiency is observed clearly at
Kb ¼ 1.2072 with an inhalation (depressurizing) efficiency
peak of almost 1.44 times that during the exhalation (pres-
surizing) stage.
Additionally, it worth noting that for the largest damping of
e ¼ 1.5 mm shown in Fig. 9, the maximum pressurePlease cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ocoscillation, as well as the airflow rate, exists almost at
Kb ¼ 0.2494 together with the maximum free surface oscil-
lation; however, the device overall efficiency is not at its
maxima, which is achieved at a different Kb value of 0.616.
According to Kamath et al. (2015a), this low efficiency with
high chamber free surface oscillation and air pressure is
related to the phase difference between both the pressure and
the chamber's free surface vertical velocity (airflow rate).
Actually, this phase difference is important to estimate the
extracted power, but it cannot be considered as a direct indi-
cator for the device efficiency; this is because the overall ef-
ficiency is defined as the ratio between the extracted and
incident wave power. By this way, while the extracted power
decreases with increasing pressureeairflow phase difference,
the incident wave power increases with increasing the wave
period (group velocity) (See Eqs. (8)e(11)). In addition,
changing the wave period also affects every component in the
energy conversion chain, which in turn alters the energy
absorbed by the OWC (EA) to extract from. For instance, time
series of the chamber's free surface elevation, air pressure
oscillation, airflow rate and the overall power extraction effi-
ciency are presented in Fig. 11 at Kb ¼ 0.2494 in comparison
with results for Kb ¼ 0.616. Despite the negligible phase
difference between the power extraction parameters (pressure
and airflow rate) for both Kb values, the overall efficiency is
lower for Kb ¼ 0.2494 than Kb ¼ 0.616. For this reason,
understanding the OWC performance in depth through the
wave energy conversion chain is required.6.2. OWC energy conversion chainThe different parameters describing the energy conversion
chain (demonstrated in Fig. 2 and summarised in Table 1) are
shown in Fig. 12 where it can be seen that the device tends to
reflect most of the incoming wave energy as the wavelength
becomes shorter (Fig. 12ea). Also, the reflection coefficient
(CR) increases with increasing pneumatic damping, but this
effect becomes nil for the shorter waves with Kb almost
greater than 1.5. On the other side, the transmitted energy(e) ¼ 1.5 mm and a wave height H ¼ 50 mm.
analysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
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Fig. 12. OWC energy balance coefficients for three PTO damping values over a range of Kb and a wave height H ¼ 50 mm including (a): reflection (CR), (b):
transmission (CT), (c): energy absorption (CAbs), (d): energy stored (CS), (e): internal and overall energy extraction (CInternal and COverall) and (f): energy losses
(CL). Solid, dashed and dotted lines in subplot (e) correspond to a slot opening of e ¼ 1.5, 3.0 and 6.0 mm, respectively for COverall.
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+ MODELrepresented by the transmission coefficient (CT) in Fig. 12eb
has completely an opposite trend to the reflection coefficient.
Consequently, for longer waves, most of the incident energy
passes underneath the OWC chamber. In addition, the higher
PTO damping results in a slight reduction in the transmission
coefficient, yet this effect occurs a little after Kb ¼ 1.0.
Considering the variation in the reflection and transmission
coefficients, it is expected that the maximum energy absorp-
tion coefficient (CAbs) is located in a bandwidth away from the
Kb extremes as shown in Fig. 12ec. It is also shown that the
device has a maximum energy absorption coefficient of 0.56,
0.47 and 0.37 almost at the device resonance of Kb ¼ 0.8384,
0.8384 and 0.616 corresponding to a PTO damping of e ¼ 6.0,
3.0 and 1.5 mm, respectively.
Having the amplification factor trends illustrated in
Fig. 9ec, the OWC model seems to have a tendency to store
more energy in the chamber's free surface heave motion under
longer waves and smaller PTO damping as shown in
Fig. 12ed. Furthermore, as Kb develops, the amplification
factor lessens, and the energy absorption coefficient increases
till peaked, which in turn results in progressively decreasing
the energy storage coefficient almost up to Kb ¼ 0.8384.
Afterwards, the energy storage coefficient becomes nearly
steady as a result of decreasing the absorped energy coeffi-
cient, while the amplification factor remains falling.
Regarding the overall energy extraction capability of the
device, it can be seen in Fig. 12ee (right axis) that the OWC
tends to extract most of the incoming wave energy at the in-
termediate frequency range with a maximum overall extrac-
tion coefficient (COverall) of 0.143 at Kb ¼ 0.8384,
0.138 at Kb ¼ 0.8384 and 0.099 at Kb ¼ 0.3018e0.4716 for
slot opening e ¼ 6.0, 3.0 and 1.5 mm, respectively. Similar to
the overall efficiency (Fig. 9ed), the intermediate damping of
e ¼ 3.0 mm provides more frequency bandwidth. On the otherPlease cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ochand, the system ability to extract apart of absorbed energy,
which is defined by the internal energy extraction coefficient
(CInternal) shown in Fig. 12ee (left axis). It is obvious that
CInternal has a contrary trend to the energy losses coefficient in
Fig. 12ef, but both have almost a steady trend over the in-
termediate frequencies where COverall is high. Before discus-
sing the energy losses in the OWC system in more detail, it is
worth noting that the possible sources include hydrodynamic
losses, which represent the underwater part up to the free
surface interface as well as the aerodynamic losses resulting
mainly from the airflow into and out of the chamber through
the PTO. The hydrodynamic losses involve the friction head
losses coming from the chamber free surface interaction with
the OWC noneslip walls. These losses heavily depend upon
the water amplification (i.e. contact length with OWC walls),
free surface vertical velocity and friction coefficient, which is
related to the Reynolds number together with the walls
roughness. In addition to the friction/viscous losses, the
chamber sharp lips enforce the water particles to change their
travelling direction, and then accelerate the flow at those re-
gions inducing flow separation and vortex formation. This
kind of loss is wave frequency dependent due to its coupling
with the water particles orbital motion, which changes under
different frequency, and consequently, its interaction with the
chamber lips of a given thickness will be different.
As discussed in Section 6.1, throughout the whole tested
frequency (Kb) range, the airflow rate (Fig. 9eb), as well as
the amplification factor (Fig. 9ec), is inversely proportional to
the applied pneumatic damping. This indicates that the viscous
losses also follow the same trend. Under the longest wave
(Kb ¼ 0.2494), the incoming wave energy is maximum (Eq.
(2)), but the energy absorption coefficient (CAbs) is low and
diminishes with reducing the PTO damping. Considering the
extracted energy' parameters (airflow rate and pressureanalysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
ean Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnaoe.2016.08.002
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+ MODELamplitudes) in Fig. 9, the device tends to extract most of the
absorbed energy (i.e., maximum CInternal) at this frequency.
However, in comparison with the incoming wave energy, the
overall energy extraction coefficient (COverall) is minima at this
frequency for damping e ¼ 3.0 and 6.0, which can be assigned
to the large difference between this frequency (Kb ¼ 0.2494)
and that where both airflow rate and pressure amplitudes are
peaked for these damping. This maximum CInternal together
with the energy conservation principle in Eq. (7) result in
minimum losses coefficients (CL). Furthermore, as the water
particles have longer orbital motion under longer wavelength,
which leads to longer particle excursion and lesser vortex
formations at the chambers' lips (further flow field results are
discussed in Section 6.5). These characteristics contribute to
the smaller losses coefficient for the different damping values
shown in Fig. 12ef under longer waves.
With a further increase in Kb, the wave steepness magnifies,
and nonlinearity arises together with the water particles excur-
sions become shorter leading to stronger vortex generation and
breaking the chamber flat (pistonerigid) internal free surface
motion. These effects result in increasing the losses coefficient,
and eliminate magnifying the extracted energy' parameters
significantly, especially for the intermediate and high damping,
whereas the energy absorption coefficient increases. Conse-
quently, the internal energy extraction coefficient reduces,
except under the lower damping (e ¼ 6.0 mm) that shows a
steady trend indicating reasonable improvements in the air
pressure and airflow rate as the absorbed energy increases.
Moreover, the energy chain in Fig. 2 demonstrates the direct
coupling between the stored energy and other possible sinks,
which further explains the changes in the internal energy
extraction and losses coefficients. For instance, as Kb increases,
the energy stored coefficient decreases, and the amount of this
decreased energy seems to escalate the energy losses more than
be converted to pneumatic energy for damping e ¼ 1.5 and
3.0 mm, but this is not the case for the lower damping of
e ¼ 6.0 mm. During the intermediate frequency bandwidth
(Kb ¼ 0.4716e0.9978), the changes in the energy stored, en-
ergy losses and internal energy extraction coefficients are
negligible, while the absorbed energy coefficient increases and
the incomingwave energy decreases, which in turn results in the
maximum overall energy extraction coefficient almost at the
same frequency of the maximum energy absorption coefficient.
Out of this frequency range, it is expected that the losses show
more reduction as a result of the reduction in the airflow rate and
chamber's free surface amplification; however, the losses co-
efficients show higher values at the maximum tested frequency
ofKb¼ 1.8864. This can be assigned to the further shortening in
the wavelength, nonlinearities escalation, the lower energy
extraction and absorption coefficients and the steadiness of the
stored energy coefficient.6.3. PTO damping and wave height effects on OWC
overall performanceIn order to discover the impact of the PTO damping
together with the incident wave height on the offshore OWCPlease cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ocmodel performance in more detail, a series of twoedimen-
sional damping factors (C¼ b/e) defined as the ratio between
the chamber length (b) and the slot opening size (e) are
studied. Eleven different slot opening sizes (e ¼ 1.5, 2.0, 2.5,
3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0 and 9.0 mm) are applied for
three different incident wavelengths corresponding to
Kb ¼ 0.4716, 0.8384 and 1.2072 under two wave heights of
H ¼ 50 mm and 100 mm.
Starting with the PTO impact, the chamber differential air
pressure amplitude (DP), the airflow rate amplitude through
the PTO (q), the chamber free surface amplification factor
(hmax/A) and the overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall) for
the different PTO damping values and wavelengths under a
regular wave height of 50 mm are presented in Fig. 13. The
chamber differential air pressure is seen to gradually increase
with growing the damping factor (C) from 33.33 (e ¼ 9.0 mm)
to 200 (e ¼ 1.5 mm) as shown in Fig. 13ea. On the contrary,
airflow rate and chamber free surface amplification factor
decrease as the pneumatic damping accumulates as illustrated
in Fig. 13 b and c, accordingly. Throughout the entire simu-
lated damping factors, always the shorter wavelength
(Kb ¼ 1.2072) results in the minimum pressure, airflow rate
and amplification factor, whereas the intermediate wavelength
(Kb ¼ 0.8384) produces the largest chamber air pressure and
airflow rate amplitudes up to a damping factor C ¼ 100 before
the longer wavelength (Kb ¼ 0.4716) starts taking place
instead. A maximum pressure of 108 Pa is observed at the
largest damping of C ¼ 200 with the longer wavelength, while
the airflow rate peaks at 0.046 m3/ms with the intermediate
wavelength under the lowest PTO damping of C ¼ 33.33.
Overall, it can be seen that for the entire PTO damping
range investigated, the chamber's amplification factor declines
with decreasing incoming wavelength. The observed
maximum chamber free surface oscillation amplitudes (hmax)
are about 1.21, 1.14 and 0.61 times the incident wave ampli-
tude under the lowest applied damping for the three simulated
wavelengths corresponding to Kb ¼ 0.8384, 0.4716 and
1.2072, accordingly; however, these oscillations are progres-
sively damped to about 0.32, 0.50 and 0.24, respectively as the
PTO damping boosts to its maximum (C ¼ 200).
In Fig. 13ed, the device overall efficiency continues rising
with increasing PTO damping, then reaches peak values at a
specific damping factor over a narrow damping range before
declining. Considering the longer wavelength (Kb ¼ 0.4716),
the overall efficiency increases from 0.058 at a damping factor
of C ¼ 33.33 to about 0.2 at C ¼ 120, and then slightly drops
by 0.021 under the maximum damping of C ¼ 200. For the
simulated shorter wavelength (Kb ¼ 1.2072), a similar trend
as the longer wavelength is observed; however, the maximum
efficiency is found to be 0.035 less at the same damping factor
of C ¼ 120. On the other side, with the intermediate wave-
length (Kb ¼ 0.8384), the maximum efficiency occurs at a low
damping factor of C ¼ 60e75, and it is found to be approx-
imately 0.3; however, with either decreasing or increasing the
applied damping out of the optimum value, the efficiency
moves down to about 0.23 and 0.18 for the minimum and
maximum exerted damping factors, respectively. Theseanalysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
ean Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnaoe.2016.08.002
Fig. 13. Impact of PTO damping factor (C) on (a): variation in chamber differential air pressure (DP), (b): airflow rate (q), (c): chamber free surface amplification
(hmax/A) and (d): the overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall) under two wave heights H ¼ 50 and 100 mm.
Fig. 14. Instantaneous chamber free surface oscillations (h), air pressure os-
cillations (DP), airflow rate (q) and overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall* )
under different PTO of a slot opening e ¼ 9.0, 5.0 and 1.5 mm for a wave-
length of Kb ¼ 0.8384 and height H ¼ 50 mm.
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+ MODELvariations highlight the possibility of extracting power out of
the designed resonance frequency by altering the PTO
damping in order to tune the device to the incoming wave-
length. In comparison with onshore OWCs, numerical CFD
results from Kamath et al. (2015b) show the same general
trends of all measured variables presented in Fig. 13. However,
the measured values are larger for onshore OWCs. For
instance, considering a wave height of 50 mm, the maximum
overall efficiency for the offshore OWC is found to be 0.3 for
the intermediate wavelength, where a value of about 0.83 was
reported by Kamath et al. (2015b) for a 60 mm wave height
under an intermediate wavelength. Again, this may be a
consequence of the measured smaller pressure and airflow rate
for the offshore OWC.
Although increasing the PTO damping factor (C) leads to
increasing air pressure, the chamber free surface oscillation
decreases. Consequently, the airflow rate drops down at a
given frequency. This can be explained by studying the impact
of three PTO damping corresponding to a slot opening e¼ 9.0,
5.0 and 1.5 mm on the instantaneous chamber free surface
elevation, air pressure, airflow rate and the overall hydrody-
namic efficiency at a given wavelength of Kb ¼ 0.8384 as
shown in Fig. 14. Considering that the chamber free surface
vertical velocity is defined as the rate of change in its
oscillation (dh/dt), which simply can be presented by
(hcresthtrough)/T, it is found that the free surface oscillation
decays with enlarging the applied damping while the wave
period (T) (wavelength) is fixed; accordingly, this slows down
the free surface oscillation rate, and as a consequence, the
airflow rate also deteriorates.
In addition, Fig. 14 illustrates that increasing the pneumatic
damping also has an impact on the power extraction parame-
ters (pressure and airflow rate) through the whole operation
cycle. By escalating the damping from e ¼ 9.0 mm to 1.5 mm,
the air pressure and airflow rate change from having higherPlease cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ocmagnitudes during the pressurizing stage to larger values
during the air suction process, respectively. As a consequence,
the OWC device tends to extract the incoming wave power
with a maximum overall instantaneous efficiency during the
exhalation of about 1.16 times that during inhalation stage
under a low damping of e ¼ 9.0, while this value drops to
0.81 at e ¼ 1.5 mm.
The relevance of increasing the incoming wave energy to
the device performance is investigated by doubling the inci-
dent wave height to 100 mm, which escalates the incoming
wave energy four times (Eq. (2)). Generally, it can be seen thatanalysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
ean Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnaoe.2016.08.002
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+ MODELthe overall trend of the air pressure, airflow rate, amplification
factor and the overall efficiency presented in Fig. 13 are
similar to those with the lower wave height. The air pressure
oscillation amplitudes in Fig. 13ea seems to increase as the
wave height increases, and this effect gradually decreases as
the damping factor increases with a maximum amplitude of
about 3.47, 2.44 and 3.18 times values with the smaller wave
height (H ¼ 50 mm) corresponding to a wavelength of
Kb ¼ 0.4716, 0.8384 and 1.2072, respectively at C ¼ 33.33 in
comparison with almost 2.24, 2.08 and 2.42 at C ¼ 200.
Similar to the impact of increasing the wave height on the
pressure amplitudes, the airflow rate amplitudes also increase
to about 1.5e2.0 times the corresponding values with the
50 mm wave height at the lowest damping, and this impact
slowly weakens to 1.5e1.6 as the damping increases to its
maximum. In contrast, the amplification factors are inversely
proportional to the wave height over the entire tested damping
factors. The discrepancy between the impact that the wave
height has on reducing the amplification factor and increasing
the airflow rate for a given Kb value can also be assigned to
the fact that the amplification factor represents the chamber's
free surface oscillation amplitude relative to the incident wave
amplitude, which increased two times. As a result, decreasing
the amplification factor does not mean decreasing the absolute
oscillation amplitude (unless for a constant wave height).
Also, considering that the airflow rate is coupled with the
chamber's free surface slope not its oscillation amplitude,
which again is illustrated in Fig. 15eb for a wavelength of
Kb ¼ 0.8384, a damping of e ¼ 6.0 mm and wave heights ofFig. 15. Instantaneous chamber free surface oscillations (h), air pressure os-
cillations (DP), airflow rate (q) and overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall* )
at different wavelengths of Kb 1.2072, 0.8384 and 0.4716 for a wave height
H ¼ 100 mm with a slot opening e ¼ 6.0 mm. The dotted line with x markers
in subplot (b) refers to ƞ at H ¼ 50 mm.
Please cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Oc50 and 100 mm. Results clarify that although increasing the
wave height to 100 mm resulted in a lower amplification
factor, the chamber free surface oscillation amplitude is larger
than that with 50 mm wave height of the same frequency
(Kb ¼ 0.8384); therefore, the free surface slope (with respect
to the time axis) is larger with the higher wave, which in turn
produces higher free surface velocity and airflow rate.
For the overall hydrodynamic efficiency shown in
Fig. 13ed, increasing the incident wave height results in
decreasing the device maximum efficiency at Kb ¼ 0.8384 by
about 0.025, shifting the optimum damping to lower values
and narrowing its range. The reduction in the efficiency is
more pronounced under high PTO damping. In contrast, under
small and intermediate damping factors, there a little increase
in the efficiency for the shorter waves (Kb ¼ 1.2072), and this
improvement is more noticeable for the longer wavelength
(Kb ¼ 0.4716) where the overall efficiency increases with
increasing wave height with a peak efficiency at a damping of
C ¼ 75e120 approximately 0.022 higher than that under
50 mm wave height at damping C ¼ 120, which indicates that
for higher waves (energetic seas), the offshore OWCs can
extract more energy over a wider frequency bandwidth.
In comparison with the results of the smaller wave height
(H ¼ 50 mm) shown in Fig. 10, the larger incoming wave
height (H ¼ 100 mm) introduces more nonlinear effects
throughout the whole frequency range as demonstrated in
Fig. 15 for three wavelengths. Moving from longer waves
(Kb ¼ 0.4716) with steepness of 0.024 to shorter waves
(Kb ¼ 1.2072) with 0.06 steepness, results in changing the air
pressure and airflow rate crests and troughs from having
higher crests to deeper troughs at steeper waves. Conse-
quently, the OWC overall instantaneous efficiency peak
changes from being larger during exhalation with about 1.28
times the inhalation efficiency at Kb ¼ 0.4716 to only
0.45 at Kb ¼ 1.2072, which is smaller than that of 0.7 ach-
ieved with a 50 mm wave height at the same frequency
(Kb ¼ 1.2072).6.4. Impact of PTO damping and wave height on OWC
energy balanceThe results of varying the PTO damping and increasing the
wave steepness (wave height) on each component involved in
the waveepneumatic energy conversion process are presented
in Fig. 16. Fig. 16ea shows that the reflection coefficient (CR)
increases as the applied damping, as well as the wave height,
increases. In addition, over all damping factors investigated,
the reflection coefficient increases as the wavelength becomes
shorter. On the other side, the transmitted energy coefficient
(CT) in Fig. 16eb shows a contrary trend to the reflection
coefficient. Thus, the OWC transmission coefficient tends to
slightly decrease with increasing the PTO damping and wave
height. An exception found for the shorter wavelength
(Kb ¼ 1.2072), which shows a slight increase with increasing
the damping and insignificant response to the wave height. For
damping factors larger than C ¼ 120, the transmission coef-
ficient becomes insensitive to the applied damping.analysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
ean Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnaoe.2016.08.002
Fig. 16. OWC energy balance coefficients vs. PTO damping factor (C) under two wave heights H ¼ 50 and 100 mm including (a): reflection (CR), (b): transmission
(CT), (c): energy absorption (CAbs), (d): energy stored (CS), (e): internal and overall energy extraction (CInternal and COverall) and (f): energy losses (CL). Markers
without lines in subplot (e) refer to COverall.
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+ MODELFor the energy absorption coefficient (CAbs) in Fig. 16ec,
under the shorter (Kb ¼ 1.2072) and intermediate
(Kb ¼ 0.8384) wavelengths, this coefficient falls down with a
further increase in the PTO damping as well as the incident
wave height. Overall, the shorter wavelength (Kb ¼ 1.2072)
provides almost the lowest absorption coefficient, while the
device tends to absorb more energy more efficiently as the
damping and wave height increase when being subjected to the
longer wavelength (Kb ¼ 0.4716).
Similar to the observed impact of increasing the pneumatic
damping and the wave height on the amplification factor
(Fig. 13ec), the energy stored coefficient shown in Fig. 16ed
also follows the same trend of the amplification factor.
Regarding the device internal energy extraction coefficient
(CInternal) illustrated in Fig. 16ee, it seems that as the damping
increases, CInternal arising till a certain damping that represents
the optimum value for a given wavelength, and then it tends to
slightly decrease with further increasing the applied damping.
Furthermore, as the wave height increases, the device's CInternal
increases except the intermediate wavelength (Kb ¼ 0.8384)
that shows a reduction in the internal energy extraction coef-
ficient after a damping factor C ¼ 60. Similar impacts of the
applied damping on the overall energy extraction coefficient
are observed (Fig. 16ee), but increasing the wave height only
improves the overall energy extraction coefficient under the
longer wavelength (Kb ¼ 0.4716) as found for the overall
efficiency in Fig. 13ed.
In addition to having an opposite trend to the internal en-
ergy extraction coefficient, the losses coefficient in Fig. 16ef
gradually decreases as the damping increases until achieving a
minimum value at almost the same damping corresponds to
maximum CInternal. Following this minima, the losses coeffi-
cient begins to move up following the increase in the PTOPlease cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ocdamping. Also, the shorter wavelength (Kb ¼ 1.2072) shows
lesser sensitivity to the higher damping factors. Except the
intermediate wavelength, which produces higher losses coef-
ficient with increasing the wave height especially after the
optimum damping of C ¼ 60, increasing the wave height re-
sults in further reductions of the losses coefficients for
Kb ¼ 1.2072 over all damping and for Kb ¼ 0.4716 when the
damping factor (C) is less than 100. It is, however, important
to note that this drop in the losses coefficient is a represen-
tation for the energy losses relative to the absorbed energy, and
this does not mean that the absolute energy losses are reducing
with increasing the wave height. As one can expect, increasing
the wave height raises the nonlinear effects, which can result
in increasing the energy losses. Evidence for supporting and
clarifying this argument is given in Fig. 17 for the absolute
energy values corresponding to every component in the energy
balance model under a wavelength of Kb ¼ 0.4716 and a
pneumatic damping of e ¼ 5.0 mm (C ¼ 60) for both wave
heights of H ¼ 50 mm and 100 mm. Results show that under
the higher wave (H ¼ 100 mm), each energy component in the
energy balance model is larger than that for H ¼ 50 mm. Also,
the energy losses in the system when being subjected to the
100 mm wave height is about 4.4 times that with 50 mm wave
height. More details about the vortex formation in the OWC is
discussed in the following section.6.5. Flow visualization and vortex generationFlow visualization provides more information about the
flow field, which highlights the areas of interest where energy
can be dissipated and/or stored such as locations of stronger
vortices and chamber free surface sloshing, respectively. The
capability of the numerical model used herein for capturinganalysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
ean Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnaoe.2016.08.002
Fig. 17. OWC energy balance comparison between two wave heights of 100 mm and 50 mm at a wavelength of Kb ¼ 0.4716 and a damping factor of C ¼ 60
(e ¼ 5.0 mm).
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+ MODELthe flow behaviour, vortex generation and dissipation has
previously been validated by the authors (Elhanafi et al.,
2016b) against PIV data from model scale experiments for a
fixedebottom standing OWC. In this section, the same set-
tings/meshing required at the virtual field of viewFig. 18. Flow field during the exhalation stage for a constant 50 mm wave height an
(Wave propagation direction/).
Please cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ocimplemented by Elhanafi et al. (2016b) are applied on the
current model to discover the influence of different design
parameters such as the incoming wave frequency, wave height
and PTO damping on the flow behaviour inside the considered
fixed offshore OWC (Fig. 8). The flow field is discoveredd a damping of e ¼ 5.0 mm slot opening under a wavelength of Kb ¼ 0.4716.
analysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
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Fig. 19. Flow field during the inhalation stage for a constant 50 mm wave height and a damping of e ¼ 5.0 mm slot opening under a wavelength of Kb ¼ 0.4716.
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+ MODELthrough eight phases (t1 e t8) representing one wave cycle
with a T/8 time increment between each phase. The first phase
(t1) starts when the chamber free surface level is minimum
(trough).
Figs. 18 and 19 visualize the water flow through the OWC
model during the exhalation (inflowewater filling the chamber
or pressurizingepushing air out of the chamber) and inhala-
tion (outflowewater falling/emptying the chamber or depres-
surizingeair sucking into the chamber) stages, accordingly for
a fixed PTO damping represented by e ¼ 5.0 mm, a constant
wave height of 50 mm and under a wavelength of
Kb ¼ 0.4716. Starting when the water level inside the OWC
chamber is at its minima (t1), the velocity magnitudes inside
the chamber are still quite small. In addition, the vortices
generated from the passed emptying process are clearly visible
and extend towards the incoming ocean waves. These vortices
consist of clockwise vortices (negative) positioned underneath
the chamber lips, while antieclockwise vortices (positive) are
located under the negative vortices at both of the front and rear
lips. Furthermore, as the water level moves upward, the ve-
locity field increases and vortices start to strengthen till the
maximum inflow occurs when the chamber free surface re-
stores its initial still water level (mean zero level at t3). At this
instant, the generated clockwise vortices start detaching fromPlease cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Octhe chamber lips, and small countereclockwise vortices
following the wave propagation direction begin taking place
just below the submerged walls, which become obvious at t4.
Following this phase, the clockwise vortices begin to dissipate
and move towards the seabed, whereas the walleattached
positive vortices initially observed at t3 keep escalating and
travelling upward with higher strength being assigned to the
vortices at the ocean side wall. This process continues devel-
oping until the exhalation process ends, and the inhalation
stage initiates at t5 when the chamber free surface reaches its
peak. When the inhalation stage commences, the velocity field
begins to reeincrease towards a maximum at the outflow
instant (t7). During this process, the antieclockwise vortices
keep building up with a reversed travelling direction (i.e.,
following the water level falling direction). In addition to these
vortices, clockwise vortices attached to the walls' tips appear
while the antieclockwise vortices begin to separate from the
lips. With further downward chamber water level movement
towards the end of the emptying stage, the antieclockwise
vortices become weaker, whereas the clockwise vortices grow
up till retaining the same characteristics as at t1.
In order to uncover the impact of the incoming wavelength
on the flow field, instantaneous shots are illustrated in Fig. 20
for additional three different Kb values of 0.2494, 0.8384 andanalysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
ean Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnaoe.2016.08.002
Fig. 20. Wavelength impact on the flow field for a constant 50 mm wave height and a damping of 5.0 mm slot opening.
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+ MODEL1.2072. Generally, it is found that as the wavelength decreases,
the vortex generation and dissipation processes significantly
change. The magnitude and size of the clockwise vortices
increase compared with the longest waves (Kb ¼ 0.2494)
especially for the resonance wavelength (Kb ¼ 0.8384) during
the exhalation stage (t4). The negative vortices associated with
the shorter waves (Kb ¼ 1.2072) are almost of the same
magnitudes as those at the resonance wavelength; however,
their sizes are smaller and larger during the inflow and outflow,Please cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ocaccordingly. In addition, as the waves become shorter, most of
the generated vortices at chamber's front lip are located out of
the chamber (i.e. no longer behind the front wall). This can be
due to the increase in the free surface oscillation frequency
associated with the incoming wave frequency, which does not
provide enough time for the water particles to completely
change their direction towards the chamber's top side.
Furthermore, during the outflow stage, the dominate
vortices at the sea wall change from being antieclockwise toanalysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
ean Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnaoe.2016.08.002
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+ MODELclockwise as the wavelength shortens. Also, the vortex gen-
eration at the lee side diminishes as the wavelength decreases
(high steepness), and becomes almost invisible for the shorter
wavelength (Kb ¼ 1.2072), which can be attributed to the
associated reduction in the energy transmission coefficient
with reducing the incoming wavelength (see Fig. 12eb). In
addition, increasing the wave steepness by decreasing the
wavelength, raising the nonlinearity, which obviously affects
the chamber free surface flatness. Accordingly, with theFig. 21. PTO damping impact on the flow field for a constan
Please cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Oclongest wave, the free surface seems to move as a rigid piston,
while sloshing and free surface distortion increase as the
wavelength decreases.
For the PTO damping effects, Fig. 21 shows the impact of
changing the applied PTO damping of e ¼ 1.5, 5.0 and 9.0 mm
on the flow behaviour under 50 mm wave height and a con-
stant wavelength of Kb ¼ 0.8384. It is found that during the
inflow stage, the clockwise vortices generated around the front
wall are almost of the same magnitudes with slightly largert 50 mm wave height and a wavelength of Kb ¼ 0.8384.
analysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
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Fig. 22. Wave height (H ¼ 100 mm) impact on the flow field. (left): Kb ¼ 0.4716 and e ¼ 5.0 mm, (right): Kb ¼ 0.8384 and e ¼ 1.5 mm.
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+ MODELsizes observed for the intermediate damping of e ¼ 5.0 mm,
whereas, at the rear wall, vortices become stronger as the PTO
damping decreases. On the other side, during the outflow
process, stronger vortices are observed at the seawall and lee
wall under the highest and lowest applied damping, accord-
ingly. Furthermore, decreasing the PTO damping induces
more free surface nonlinearity and sloshing phenomena.
Regarding the incoming wave height impact, Fig. 22 dis-
covers the consequences of increasing the wave height during
the chamber filling and emptying processes. Two differentPlease cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Occonditions under a wave height of 100 mm are studied for
wavelengths corresponding to Kb ¼ 0.4716 with a damping
e ¼ 5.0 mm and Kb ¼ 0.8384 under a damping e ¼ 1.5 mm. In
comparison with the results for 50 mm wave height shown in
Figs. 18 and 19 for Kb ¼ 0.4716, and e ¼ 5.0 mm and Fig. 21
for Kb ¼ 0.8384 and e ¼ 1.5 mm, it was found that increasing
the incoming wave height from 50 mm to 100 mm leads to
amplifying the vortices magnitudes and enlarging their sizes
throughout the whole operation process. Also, as a result of
increasing the incident wave height, nonlinearity in the freeanalysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
ean Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnaoe.2016.08.002
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+ MODELsurface was observed especially under the lower pneumatic
damping where the free surface looks to be highly distorted.
Finally, in comparison with the 50 mm wave height, the sig-
nificant increase in the vortices strength and size for
Kb ¼ 0.4716 and e ¼ 5.0 mm under H ¼ 100 mm, shown in
Fig. 22 (left), supports the increase in the energy losses
magnitude from doubling the wave height in the energy bal-
ance analysis shown in Fig. 17.
7. Conclusions
A 2D CFD model based on RANSeVOF is developed and
applied in this paper in order to carry out wave energy balance
analysis for an offshore floatingestationary oscillating water
columnewave energy converter (OWCeWEC). The model
was validated in good agreement with two sets of experimental
measurements. The first included the chamber differential air
pressure, chamber free surface elevation and device overall
hydrodynamic efficiency over a wide range of wave fre-
quencies, whereas the second validation was regarding the
reflection, transmitted, losses and pressure coefficients. The
comprehensively validated model allowed many parameters
affecting the OWC wave energy conversion process such the
incident wavelength, wave amplitude and the turbine pneu-
matic damping to be investigated. From the investigations
carried out through a total of 102 numerical tests, the
following conclusions are drawn:7.1. Impact of the incoming wavelength The overall hydrodynamic efficiency, energy absorption
coefficient, chamber air pressure and airflow rate increase
with decreasing incident wavelength, achieve a maximum
value at a certain wavelength, and then decline with a
further decrease in the wavelength. Exception is found
under the largest pneumatic damping where the pressure
and airflow rate oscillation amplitudes tend to keep
reducing as the wavelength decreases.
 Uneven power extraction between the inhalation and
exhalation stages. The shorter the wavelength, the larger
overall efficiency during inhalation process and vice versa.
 The reflection coefficient increases as the wavelength de-
creases, while the transmission coefficient, chamber free
surface amplification factor and energy stored coefficient
decrease as the wavelength becomes shorter.
 The losses coefficient accumulates with decreasing
wavelength, reaches a stable/steady band region with
small variations before increasing with a further increase
in the wave steepness.
 The internal energy extraction coefficient has an inverse
trend to the losses coefficient.
 Changing the incoming wavelength affects not only the
vortices magnitude or size but also the rotational direction
especially during the outflow stage at the front wall.
 As the wavelength reduces, the vortices generated at the
rear wall become weak and almost invisible under high-
efrequency waves.Please cite this article in press as: Elhanafi, A., et al., Numerical hydrodynamic
energy converter using CFD, International Journal of Naval Architecture and Oc Increasing the wave frequency introduces nonlinearity to
the chamber free surface, and water sloshing becomes
obvious.7.2. Impact of the PTO pneumatic damping Increasing the PTO damping results in higher chamber
differential air pressure, lower airflow rate, lesser cham-
ber's free surface oscillation and smaller energy storage
coefficient.
 The overall hydrodynamic efficiency increases as the PTO
damping increases till hitting maxima and then drops
down with a further increase in the damping.
 Altering the PTO damping can provide a damping value
that tunes the device to a given wavelength, which pro-
vides an important control parameter for harvesting more
energy over a wider frequency band.
 Asymmetric power extraction between the inflow and
outflow processes. The larger the PTO damping, the higher
overall efficiency during outflow process and vice versa.
 The internal energy extraction coefficient also increases as
the damping increase till a certain value, and then a slight
reduction is observed at higher damping factors.
 Similar to the wavelength effect, the losses coefficient has
a contrary trend to that found for the internal energy
extraction coefficient.
 The reflection and transmission coefficients are slightly
rising and declining, accordingly when the applied
damping increases.
 The more increase in the damping, the less energy stored
coefficient with lesser impacts at higher damping values.
 The absorbed energy coefficient falls down with
increasing the damping, except for the longer waves where
this coefficient gradually increases as damping increases.
 The lower PTO damping applied on the chamber free
surface, the stronger vortices generation especially at the
rear side, whereas the higher damping leads to stronger
vortices at the front walls during outflow.
 Chamber free surface waviness and sloshing are increasing
as the adapted damping decreases.7.3. Impact of the incoming wave height Increasing the incident wave height results in accumu-
lating additional differential air pressure, and airflow rate,
whereas the chamber's free surface amplification factor, as
well as the energy storage coefficient, declines with
increasing wave height.
 The unsymmetrical power extraction during the
compression and decompression processes increases as the
wave height increases.
 The reflection coefficient increases, while transmission
coefficient and the energy absorption coefficient degrade
with increasing wave height. An exception is found for the
longer waves where the absorption coefficient tends to
increase as the wave height grows up especially for low
damping factors.analysis of an offshore stationaryefloating oscillating water columnewave
ean Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnaoe.2016.08.002
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+ MODEL The overall hydrodynamic efficiency is seen to decrease as
the wave height increases. This impact becomes obvious
when applying larger pneumatic damping. On the other
hand, under small damping factors, there is a slight in-
crease in the hydrodynamic efficiency. An exception is
observed for the longer waves, which provide higher ef-
ficiency when the wave height increases especially under
small and intermediate PTO damping; this provides a
possibility for extracting more energy over a wider fre-
quency band at more energetic seas.
 As the wave height moves up, the losses coefficient de-
creases and the internal energy extraction coefficient ex-
tends except for the intermediate wavelength.
 The generated vortices significantly strengthen as the
incoming wave height arises. Similarly, the chamber free
surface deformation and sloshing boost with increasing the
wave height.
As a continuation of this research, the CFD model will be
employed for further investigating the impact of adjusting the
underwater geometry, especially the symmetrical and asym-
metrical lips' submergence and its relevance to the incoming
wave height. Furthermore, extending the current model to 3D
will provide more insight into the device performance
considering the impact of disturbing the flow by the chamber'
sidewalls as well as the wave diffraction. Additionally, air
compressibility may impact device performance, especially
for largeescale prototypes (Falc~ao and Henriques, 2014), thus
scaling effects with both incompressible and compressible
airflow will be investigated.
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